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The FCC has agreed with ARRL and other commenters that its proposed $50 fee for
certain amateur radio applications was "too high to account for the minimal staff
involvement in these applications."
In a Report and Order (R&O), released on December 29, the FCC scaled back to $35
the fee for a new license application, a special temporary authority (STA) request, a
rule waiver request, a license renewal application, and a vanity call sign application.
All fees are per application. There will be no fee for administrative updates, such as
a change of mailing or email address.
The R&O can be found online in PDF format at, https://docs.fcc.gov/public/
attachments/FCC-20-184A1.pdf .
This fall, ARRL filed comments in firm opposition to the FCC proposal to impose a
$50 fee on amateur radio license and application fees and urged its members to follow suit.
As the FCC noted in its R&O, although some commenters supported the proposed
$50 fee as reasonable and fair, "ARRL and many individual commenters argued that
there was no cost-based justification for application fees in the Amateur Radio Service." The fee proposal was contained in a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
in MD Docket 20-270, which was adopted to implement portions of the "Repack
Airwaves Yielding Better Access for Users of Modern Services Act" of 2018 - the so Thanks Contributors ...8
Calendar .........................8
-called "Ray Baum's Act."
Information on Ray Baum's Act can be found online in PDF format at, https://www.congress.gov/115/plaws/publ141/
PLAW-115publ141.pdf .
"After reviewing the record, including the extensive comments filed by amateur radio licensees and based on our revised analysis of the cost of processing mostly automated processes discussed in our methodology section, we adopt a
$35 application fee, a lower application fee than the Commission proposed in the NPRM for personal licenses, in
recognition of the fact that the application process is mostly automated," the FCC said in the R&O. "We adopt the
proposal from the NPRM to assess no additional application fee for minor modifications or administrative updates,
which also are highly automated."
The FCC said it received more than 197,000 personal license applications in 2019, which includes not only ham radio
license applications but commercial radio operator licenses and General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) licenses.
The FCC turned away the arguments of some commenters that the FCC should exempt amateur radio licensees. The
FCC stated that it has no authority to create an exemption "where none presently exists."
The FCC also disagreed with those who argued that amateur radio licensees should be exempt from fees because of
their public service contribution during emergencies and disasters.
"[W]e are very much aware of these laudable and important services amateur radio licensees provide to the American
public," the FCC said, but noted that specific exemptions provided under Section 8 of the so-called "Ray Baum's Act"
requiring the FCC to assess the fees do not apply to amateur radio personal licenses. "Emergency communications,
for example, are voluntary and are not required by our rules," the FCC noted. "As we have noted previously, '[w]hile
the value of the amateur service to the public as a voluntary noncommercial communications service, particularly
with respect to providing emergency communications, is one of the underlying principles of the amateur service, the
amateur service is not an emergency radio service.'"
Continued Pg #4: License FEE
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Prez-Sez
JANRUARY 2021
Forest N1BBQ

Happy New Year!! Here's hoping that 2021 brings new hope and joy to our lives. Several
small updates from me as well as my goals for the new year! First off, big thanks to Pete NJ2VT and Rudy
W1DPA for spearheading an effort to get our repeater back to 100%. At the time of writing this we just
made a few changes and noticed an almost 20db improvement of the receive ability of the repeater. Fingers
crossed things work, but I'll have more details for the January meeting.
My goals for this year incl90 qqq1ude getting a new antenna / pole setup at the Boardman Hill site. Looking at the antenna that's up there, we are on borrowed time before it really starts to give us issues. If anyone
has any leads on a pole that would be great! We will also have to do some fundraising / ask for donations
when we need to replace the antenna and feedline. Just as a heads up for people.
I hope everyone is hanging in there, I miss seeing everyone in person, hopefully by summer time we will be
getting back to that point, fingers crossed!
73
Have a great New Year!
Forest N1BBQ

Correction HAM-RADIO HISTORY MAIL GROUP
As reported last month in Key Klicks, the Ham Radio History group which used to be housed on Yahoo, groups has
moved. The new address for the list and to sign up is now: Ham-Radio-History@groups.io
Ed: AB1CH

FEB/MAR 2019 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see who is NC. To get a copy of the current Net
Preamble contact any NC operator on or off the air. You can then follow along! Or try.

1st Monday - Pete NJ2VT
2nd Monday - Forest N1BBQ
3rd Monday - Steve W1SFR
4th Monday - Ann Mary AB1CG
5th Monday - ??? Floater

04JAN

PETE NJ2VT

11JAN

FOREST N1BBQ

18JAN

STEVE W1SHF

25JAN

ANN MARY AB1CH

We are lucky to have a number of Net Control Operators but, we could use a few “Floating” Operators to cover for times when
regular operators are away or need a break. It would be to your advantage to be experienced before an emergency need. Please
Contact Forest N1BBQ
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ARRL Special Service Club
Certificate.
Charles N1CAI our
ARRL Vermont Sec. ACC
Sent a picture of the official
ARRL Special Service Club
Certificate. which he received
in the mail. He plans to do an
official presentation when we
return to in-person meetings.

" Sometimes it’s a good thing to not pass an exam "!
by Mike KC1KUT
During December of 2018 I went to a friend's birthday party in NY. I noticed that a few of his friends had radios on
them and that struck me as quite interesting and a little weird, LOL! My friend Tom, whom I met while *Geocaching*
and I usually have GPS radio receivers on us but this was new. I asked him, “What's up with the radios?” He filled me
in and with little prompting, I was interested! On 1 -12-19 I took my technician exam and passed ! I got one wrong!
Yeah, I was very happy! On 2-9-19 I took the General Exam and passed that too! I got 3 incorrect and I was super
happy! So, my friend Tom N2TOM convinced me to go for the Extra! I really wanted to finish the ice fishing season
because it was the time of year when conditions are changing quickly and often not for the better. When you are left
to the whims of nature you have to go when you can. Still, I was committed to this new hobby of Ham Radio and
wanted to succeed. I chose to stay off the ice! After 10 days of haphazard studying, I went for it! The Extra exam! I
was cocky thinking it would be a breeze because I did so well on the other test! Yup, I did not pass! Actually, I was a
wreck...25 wrong! Notice I did not say failed! I laughed to myself at being so cocky. As I was leaving, I noticed a
young lad who did not look happy at all! I asked him what's wrong? He said he failed his Technician test. I said to
him you did not fail the test, he replied rather dejectedly, “I sure did I failed.” I countered that in actuality, he just did
not get a passing grade, Unless you are never taking it again then you failed it. He looked at me a little weird and
smiled when I asked him if he was going to take the test over at a later date! He said yes, he was going to I said good!
I told him I did not get a passing grade on my test either, he said you look pretty happy. I said, “Yup I am!” You need
to take the negative energy of not passing and release it, let it go and think positive. Ask yourself, “Self? how am I
going to pass this next test?” Will I sulk, watch TV, and play video games or will I study hard! I told him sometimes
you need these setbacks in life to get ahead. He smiled and said thanks ! I have never seen him again but I have a good
feeling he passed the next exam!
Okay on 3- 31-19 I took the most intense test ever and passed! About a week later I also applied to become a VE. I
am able to administer and oversee the grading all three levels of ham radio testing. I started chuckling a little. My
friend wondered what is so funny and I replied, two things: #1; one it feels so good to be grading the tests instead of
taking them and #2; I am glad I did not pass the Extra on the first try because I now know what it's like to not pass the
exam and I can help people from being upset about not passing an exam ! I never tell them they Failed!
If I can, I will help them see that negativity never solves anything and try to help them overcome this set back!
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes
November/December 2020
Secretary - The club is in Need Secretary. Meetings are recorded and you can transcribe at your leisure.
Treasurer Reports - We are solvent, VP - No News
Monday Nets - Going well, found a flaw with the rotation system, missed 5th Tuesday. New rotation going well, back
to 4 NC Operators. we are still looking for more!
Repeater Update - N1BBQ did preliminary investigation, concluded it may need duplexer adjustment, would go up to
investigate more with a spare duplexer to swap in to test. Hoping to get rudy WA1DPA to assist. Still working on getting internet at site.
Class / VE Update - One student has been licensed now, the other person still attending, VE session postponed to spring
due to weather and COVID-19
Field Day - similar to last year, will greatly depend on COVID, school is working on getting wifi at RHS broadcast
booth, so that will be nice!
73 and Happy New Year to all
Forest N1BBQ

License Fee: Continued from Pg #1
The Act requires that the FCC switch from a Congressionally-mandated fee structure to a cost-based system of assessment. The FCC proposed application fees for a broad range of services that use the FCC's Universal Licensing System
(ULS), including the Amateur Radio Service, which had been excluded previously. The 2018 statute excludes the Amateur Service from annual regulatory fees, but not from application fees.
"While the Ray Baum's Act amended Section 9 and retained the regulatory fee exemption for amateur radio station
licensees, Congress did not include a comparable exemption among the amendments it made to Section 8 of the Act,"
the FCC R&O explained.

The effective date of the fee schedule has not been established, but it will be announced at least 30 days in
advance. The FCC has directed the Office of Managing Director, in consultation with relevant offices and
bureaus, to draft a notice for publication in the Federal Register announcing when rule change(s) will become effective, "once the relevant databases, guides, and internal procedures have been updated."
ARRL

Weekly Vermont RACES NET Schedule

Weekly RACES nets are held on Tuesday evenings. There is a ladder of nets, one after the other, on different amateur bands.
RACES members may participate in only one net, several, or all of them.
Our goal will be to establish communication with as many RACES members as possible on at least one band.
Schedule:
1845 - 1900 (6:45 PM - 7:00 PM)
UHF linked system (Northeast FM Repeater Association)
1900 - 1915 (7:00 PM - 7:15 PM)
3815 kHz +/- QRM
1915 - 1930 (7:15 PM - 7:30 PM)
1996 kHz + /- QRM
1930 - 2000 (7:30 PM - 8:00 PM)
VHF FM linked repeaters (Lincoln 145.470, Cabot 146.820, Killington 146.880)
2000 - 2015 (8:00 PM - 8:15 PM)
DMR Statewide Vermont talk group
RACES will continue to experiment with different formats to determine the best way to maximize our chance of handling message traffic in drills,
exercises, and real activations.
73,
Cathy NQ1B

Vermont RACES Program Coordinator
Cathy James <catherine.james@att.net>
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The K1VIT 2 meter linked system
Many of you know about the Killington "88" machine, until recently was a standalone repeater. Chris Knox (KI1P) along with several members of The Vermont Interconnect Team K1VIT decided to add it to the system they have been developing with the Central
Vermont Amateur Radio Club (CVARC) in the central part of the state. Their system now includes repeaters on Killington, Lincoln
Peak in Warren, one in Williamstown on Mt Pleasant, as well as one in Cabot. This provides a large coverage area for the eastern
side of Vermont as well as parts of the west central area. If you have not had a chance to check it out, I encourage you to add the
repeaters into your radio! If you want to join via the internet it is also All-star node number 42713. More information can be
found at http://www.k1vit.com/ Submitted by Forest N1BBQ
Repeater

Output Freq

Offset

PL Tone

Williamstown

146.625

-0.6

100.0

Cabot

146.82

-0.6

100.0

Lincoln

145.47

-0.6

100.0

Killington

146.88

-0.6

110.9

FYI: 147.045 Unofficial Problem Report
“As you know there have been problems with some stations reaching the 147.045 Rutland Repeater. Club President, Forest N1BBQ
with members Rudy WA1DPA, and Pete NJ2VT visited the site on a cold day to see what they could find. Pete NJ2VT sent a report
to inform us, “ We found a receiver preamp that was actually attenuating (instead of boosting) the receive signal. When we were
all done, we made a 20dB improvement in receiver sensitivity. That should help all of us out!”
Submitted by Pete NJ2VT

NOTICE IMPORTANT ARRL CHANGE
ARLB002 FCC to Require Email Address on Applications Starting on June 2 2021
Effective on June 29, 2021, amateur radio licensees and candidates must provide the FCC with an email address on all applications. If no email address is included, the FCC may dismiss the application as "defective." MORE IN FEB KK!
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HAM RADIO HISTORY GROUP
This is the same as the old Yahoo Mail Group but as Yahoo discontinued the use of Groups as of December 2020 the
group files and mail list has been moved. Please see below for details and procedural instruction. Ed: AB1CH
Welcome to the Ham-Radio-History@groups.io group at Groups.io, a free, easy-to-use email group service. Please take a moment
to review this message. You can visit your group, start reading messages and posting them here: https://groups.io/g/Ham-RadioHistory
The email address for this group is: Ham-Radio-History@groups.io. Because our system allows for participants to post via web or
email, you can use this email to post new topics.
But most importantly, please add this email address to your safe sender list in your email client’s contacts.
I would like to personally welcome you to the Ham Radio History Forum. There is always interesting information to
share and discuss, as well as something new to learn. Our hobby and our service have given us much pleasure over
the years. But, it's also had a fascinating and interesting beginning.
The history of amateur radio has spanned over a century. Many generations of operators have already been mesmerized by its magic. Present day hams are a part of that long lineage - which included all of the early radio pioneers. They
shared in our fascination with the wireless. Although the paths that lead us to our present technological "prowess" was
interesting, it is becoming increasingly difficult to retrace many of those unique origins.
The Ham Radio History Email Reflector was inaugurated in 1998 in an effort to research and preserve as much of our
hobby's past as possible. With the help of QST, I invited all radio enthusiast (including commercial, military and amateur)
to join us and contribute whatever thoughts they had. We now have over eight hundred subscribers on the list from all
around the world. Many of our subscribers are Old Timers, professional historians, college professors, authors, journalists, retired shipboard and shore station operators, researchers and Dyer's. On many occasions we've read some very
interesting and thought-provoking posts.
The Ham-Radio-History forum has preserved over 13,000 contributions by its subscribers over the years - all of which
are searchable on Ham-Radio-History's YahooGroups page. Everyone is invited to enjoy, contribute and share whatever
trivia, reminiscences, facts or recollections of ham radio that they can. Unfortunately, with our hobby having reached the
100 year milestone, much of Amateur Radio's most common procedures and traditions can only be traced back to murky
origins and "folk lore."
Topics have ranged from the obscure to the explosive. We've discussed the methods of communication prior to the
discovery of electricity, the controversial development of the Morse code (The Vail Code?), the technological hurdles
that were needed to be overcome prior to laying the first Trans Atlantic cables, the "Gibson Girl" transmitters, important
biographies, the schematic of the Marconi Wireless room on board the Titanic, satellite usage, and the final closing of
the Maritime CW shore stations - all a wonderful collage of recollections, facts and trivia. You can never tell what the
next subject will be.
I invite you to participate in the Ham Radio History forum, and perhaps you too may have a piece of radio trivia others
will find interesting or even significant. Please help us preserve Ham Radio's past and help uncover some of its lost origins by sharing what you know about it today.
Please do not hesitate to email me if you have any questions. Please join us. The Amateur Radio History you save,
may indeed be your own. We look forward to reading your contributions, and then reading the discussions to follow.
73, de Hans, K0HB email - K0HB at ARRL.net
You can set your subscription settings here: https://groups.io/g/Ham-Radio-History/editsub. You can opt to receive: all messages in
individual emails, collections of messages in a digest, a daily summary, or only special notices.
If you do not wish to belong to this group, you may unsubscribe by sending an email to: Ham-RadioHistory+unsubscribe@groups.io
To see and modify all of your groups, go to https://groups.io
Regards, The Ham-Radio-History@groups.io Moderator
Copied from an email received December 1 2020 Ed: Key Klicks AB1CH
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Why I like CW

23 December 2020 | by Ken N7K0

I was wandering up and down the 20 meter CW portion of the
band, yesterday. At one point I heard a very faint signal down in
the sticks calling CQ, I listened and listened and still not sure if I
got his call correct, no one was answering the call so I answered
back…
( Py2AA de N7KO N7KO N7KO K )
The op answered back ( N7KO de PY2AAM TNX FER CALL UR
RST 339 33N name is ROD QTH is Santa Cruz Do Rio Pardo, BRAZIL HW CPY N7KO de PY2AAM )
I got his full call this time. We were able to make the exchange,
RST, rig es Ant, QTH. It was difficult but we pulled it off. Here is
the email he sent me, after I sent him one thanking him for taking the difficult journey with me.
*****************************
(Olá amigo Ken!
Fiquei muito feliz em receber seu e-mail.
E também feliz pelo nosso encontro em CW, sou um eterno
aprendiz desta arte maravilhosa que é a telegrafia.
Realmente estava com um pouco de dificuldade de escutar sua
estação, devido a QSB e QRN…valeu muito o nosso esforço
porque agora tenho um novo amigo. )
******************************
The reason why I shared this email is I can only read English
and I had to copy and load it into a translator to understand
what he said. But when we communicated using Morse Code
there was no language barrier. You all know this as I did but this
drove it home.
Now if I had waited until I was sure I got the Op’s call 100%
before answering, I may have missed connecting to a new friend
in another country. If I was not using CW neither of us could
have communicated to one another.
Ken G N7K0
73′ everyone
Ken Gairson, N7KO, is a special contributor to AmateurRadio.com and writes from Washington, USA.
https://www.amateurradio.com/why-i-like-cw/
Copied from web: ED AB1CH)

Our 22nd annual event!

Saturday
January 9, 2021

A virtual event!

Please REGISTER for each webinar using the
link on our Forums page.
We will be using GoToWebinar - there is an attendee
guide at GotoWebinar Attendee Guide.

Spreading Ham Radio Knowledge and
Know How
"A day of education to share ideas, experiences, knowledge and fellowship among
Amateur Radio operators"

If you would like to help defer some of the
cost of this year's Ham Radio University,
click the button below to make a donation to
HRU using PayPal
Make a $5 donation here
http://hamradiouniversity.org/

Ameture Radio On Line

Steve's still making videos. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=C3v8VKGe_tI&t
Enjoy! Keep safe es 7 3 , Carl - WA1ZCQ

*Geocaching Defined*

Geocaching is an outdoor recreational activity, in which participants use a Global Positioning System receiver or mobile device and other navigational techniques to hide and seek containers, called "geocaches" or "caches", at specific
locations marked by coordinates all over the world. Wikipedia

Geocaching is a real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game using GPS-enabled devices. Participants navigate to a specific set of GPS coordinates and then attempt to find the geocache (container) hidden at that location. ... Sign the logbook and return the geocache to its original location. (https://www.google.com/search?
q=Geocaching&oq=Geocaching&aqs=chrome..69i57.2213226013j0j0&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8)
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:

Every Monday:
Zone #3 VT RACES Net, 444.550 (+pl 110.9) 6:30 pm
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting

Every day:

Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 MHz, 7:30 pm
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am

Every Sunday:

Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
(all times are local)

Upcoming VE Sessions:

Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
GMWS contact tim wa1vt … timabraham@gmail.com

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Mike, KC1KUT: Frank, W1AD; Forest, N1BBQ; Mike,
AA1PR; Pete, NJ2VT; Charles N1CAI; Carl, WA1ZCQ

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702

Contact tim wa1vt -- timabraham@gmail.com or
Forest N1BBQ -- TechieForest@gmail.com
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING :
TUESDAY FEB 12 @ 7:00PM ZOOM MEETING CHECK
EMAIL OR LIST FOR INVITE. CALL TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-WirelessSociety-741253585940162/

JANRUARY 18 2021
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